MARVEL COMICS PROUDLY PRESENTS…

In his past, Greg Salinger was the murderous vigilante known as Foolkiller, punishing those who act immorally
and commit foolish crimes. Now Greg is trying to lead a normal life as a psychologist for S.H.I.E.L.D., treating
former costumed criminals who want to reform. But this put Greg in contact with the kind of men who trigger
his violent tendencies, and eventually, one did. After he killed an entire squadron of neo-Nazis, Greg expected
his S.H.I.E.L.D. supervisor, Gary, to arrest him, but instead Gary forgave him—what a perfect boss! But Greg’s
good mood won’t last: someone’s been watching Greg, and they sent a mysterious DVD that revealed that, as
a young woman, his girlfriend was foolishly involved in a serious crime. Who would mess with Greg like that?
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as a fan and
practitioner of
psychology, it’s
really a shame that
I missed the ’90s.
I mean, freud and
jung…that was a
long time ago.

the 1990s was the golden
era when psychology invaded
pop culture to the point that
everyone had a disorder or
a mixed-up childhood to put
their lives in context.
heck, even the
president got
away with doing
weird sex stuff
because, well,
he was a good
guy with
“issues.”

the most popular
band in the world
played ear-shredding
punk rock, inspiring
a whole generation
to question
their upbringing.

even comedy
followed
suit. sitcoms
about ne’er-dowells replaced
the synthetic
cornball of
yesteryear.

if I was
knocking
about back then,
the things I did
might have seemed
amusing. loveable.
as a shrink, I
might have
ended up a
millionaire.

but like
I said…

Late Twentieth Century.

Greg Has An Interesting Day At The Hospital.
...I was
tied up at
the time.

hey
greg.

charlie.

I see
you’ve been
working on
your art.

thanks,
man.

looking
good.

well, most
people would
label me a
freak.

being
it’s not
the kind
really
of guy
normal,
is it? who runs
around
killing
criminals
and
reciting
weird
little
sonnets?

but being here…learning
about my mind and experiencing
the kindness of doctors
and staff like yourself…
I’ve come to realize my
past doesn’t make
me a freak.
it makes
me special.
a unique
creature.

no
problem.
why
are you a
narwhal?

…like a
narwhal.

yeah,
I guess
that’s
true,
greg.

yeah,
I missed
the ’90s…
…
right.
you got
another
letter.

but the
foolkiller was
out there having
the time of
his life.

